Suvorexant to treat alcohol use disorder and comorbid insomnia: plan for a phase ii trial.
Alcohol use disorder (AUD) is a complex neuropsychiatric disease state in which currently approved pharmacotherapeutics are of relatively low effect at a population level. One reason for this may be that current pharmacotherapeutics focus on the reward pathway in relapse prevention, rather than addressing AUD from a holistic perspective. Importantly, one often overlooked symptom of AUD is sleep disruption. In recent years, an efficient, relatively low risk and economic strategy that has proven successful in other disorders is the repositioning or repurposing of drugs approved for the treatment of other indications. Suvorexant, a dual orexin receptor antagonist, has been licensed for the treatment of insomnia in the USA, Australia and Japan. The orexin system also plays a role in the emotional dysregulation that occurs during withdrawal from alcohol use and in alcohol-seeking behaviours. These two factors prompted the planning of a clinical trial into the use of suvorexant to treat insomnia in alcohol dependent individuals during and 24 weeks post-acute alcohol withdrawal. In this review we outline the comorbid nature of AUD and sleep disruptions. We then highlight the role of the orexin system in both sleep-wake regulation and AUD. Finally, we discuss our plan for a Phase II double blind placebo controlled trial examining the effectiveness of suvorexant for the treatment of comorbid insomnia and AUD.